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Abstract—We present a probabilistic generative model for
tracking by prediction the dynamics of affective spacial expressions in videos. The model relies on Bayesian filter sampling
of facial landmarks conditioned on motor action parameter
dynamics; namely, trajectories shaped by an autoregressive
Gaussian Process Latent Variable state-space. The analysis-bysynthesis approach at the heart of the model allows for both
inference and generation of affective expressions. Robustness of
the method to occlusions and degradation of video quality has
been assessed on a publicly available dataset.
Index Terms—facial expressions, Bayesian filtering, latent variable models, Gaussian Processes

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this note, we address the problem of model-based facial
action tracking in the framework of a generative Bayesian
model. The latter relies on sampling facial dynamics conditioned on a latent space representation of learned actions.
Facial action tracking is at the heart of facial expression
understanding, which, in turn, is a key component of non
verbal behaviour analysis
Indeed, human-machine interaction in the Internet era where smartphones, automotive, home automation and entertainment are natural players within the heterogeneous digital
ecosystem - is calling for sophisticated understanding of
subjects behaviour. Interactions are likely to become more
personalized, relevant and authentic. For instance, consumers
will expect more than the ability to be authenticated for their
mobile devices; they will count on existing applications (e.g.,
Facebook, Snapchat, Twitter) to make sense of the imagery
and multimedia content for them. Social signal processing and
affective computing are fast growing research fields that aim
at bridging such cognitive-emotional gap [1].
Under such circumstances, we surmise that facial expression
understanding is best handled through a simulation, modelbased approach. On the one hand, the analysis-by-synthesis
capability (combining hypotheses about the input with the
computational re-creation of the input) allows one such system
to be more generally exploited both for inferential (recognising
user’s affective state) and for generative purposes (e.g., avatar
animation along empathic interaction).
Yet, more in depth, facial expressions are nothing but facial
actions; these are likely to draw on simulation mechanisms
underlying action perception in general [2]. Both issues call

for a model-based approach rather than relying on a traditional pattern recognition “pipeline” [3], that characterises endto-end systems: namely, visual feature extraction/reduction
followed by classification (discrete emotion recognition) or
regression (continuous affect detection).
In the course of a dyadic engagement, the observer’s visual
system, while perceiving expresser’s facial display, interacts
with an extended system, which involves the emotion system
[2], [4], [5]. Interaction is regulated by the mediation of
a visuomotor component, which is used to couple visual
cues to the observer’s own motor representation, namely the
internal motor states of the somatomotor state-space. The
latter, on one side, works close together with core affect
components [2] (that, in turn, activate visceromotor responses
accounting for physiological signal variations). Important, for
the work described here, the somatomotor state-space allows
the matching between the visual description of observed facial
actions and the sensory predictions of imitative motor plans
[5]–[7].
The general problem of laying down a comprehensive
computational model for affective facial expression perception
grounded in simulation mechanisms has been addressed in
depth in [8]. In that case, however, the visuomotor mapping
problem was solved under simplifying assumptions to afford
a maximum-likelihood solution [8].
Here we focus on a more general and robust solution, a
Bayesian filtering approach in the form of a particle filter
(PF) whose dynamics is constrained by a continuous latent
space of motor actions. Not much effort has been spent in
such direction.
In the following Section II, we outline the proposed model.
In Section III we present simulation details and experimental
results so far achieved. Work related to our approach and an
overall discussion of results, novelties and limitations of the
model will be addressed in the concluding Section IV.
II. M ODEL
We assume a face-to-face interaction between two agents,
say the expresser (the actual human agent) and the observer
(the artificial agent), that share a common model of both action
perception and production. The “inputs” to the observer’s
model are provided by the facial display of the expresser. The
observer is endowed with a latent facial action space spanned

by the time-varying random variable (RV) a(t), suitable to
condition the dynamics of control parameters for facial actions,
say RV Θ(t). The latter are used to tune, at any time t,
the observer’s internal somatomotor state of face dynamics,
indexed by state variable w(t). The internal motor model is
used to predict observable facial features (e.g., facial fiducial
points or landmarks), along the course of interaction and to
infer the facial dynamics by correcting model’s parameters
with respect to the observation error. In a nutshell, we consider
that the observer’s perception and prediction evolves according
to the following stochastic state-space equations, affected by
Gaussian noise:
Θ(t) = fΘ (Θ(t − 1), a(t), Θ (t)),

(1)

w(t) = fw (w(t − 1), Θ(t), w (t)),

(2)

y(t) = fy (w(t), y (t)),

(3)

Equations above define a forward model from the action space
to the generation of predictions of visual facial features y(t),
via the somatomotor representation w(Θ(t)). The inverse
problem of defining a correspondence between the perceived
b (t) and the internal motor parameters m ∈ Θ(t),
features y
b (t) 7→ m(t), is named visuomotor mapping in robotics [9].
y
b (t) are facial landIn this work, the inferred visual features y
marks; the somatomotor representation w(Θ(t)) is detailed in
the following.
A. Internal model
Most generally, assume a 3D deformable face model
w(t) := w(Θ(t)), being Θ(t) the vector of all involved
parameters. Namely, w = [w1 · · · wN ] is a vector of vertices
T
wi = [Xi , Yi , Zi ] , where i indexes the i-th vertex of the
model. The evolution of the face model at time t is represented
T
by the state vector wi (t) = [Xi (t), Yi (t), Zi (t)] .
Under the face-to-face interaction assumption, the face
model dynamics is that of a deformable (i.e., not rigid) body.
In other terms the face model wI can be generated from the
standard mean model w which is deformed by both individual
biometric characteristics and the facial action performed at
time t.
The fundamental theorem of Helmoltz [10] establishes that
the most general motion of a sufficiently small element of a
general deformable body can be represented as a rotation, a
deformation (extension, contraction) and a translation of its
parts. At any time t, facial movement will locally move a 3D
vertex wi to position wi0 = wi (t + ∆t) according to the law
wi (t + ∆t) = wi + dwi ,

(4)

dwi = Ri wi + Di wi + ti .

(5)

where
Here, Ri and Di are local rotation and deformation matrices,
respectively, and ti is a translation vector. The deformation
state, in our case, is related to facial expression dynamics.
It is thus convenient to distinguish between face biometric
deformations (static) and dynamic deformations due to facial
gestures or expressions. Formally, deformations dWSi =

i
i
h
h
M
M
=
dw
,
·
·
·
,
dw
dwSi,1 , · · · , dwSi,Ns and dWM
i
i,1
i,Nm
are constant 3 × Ns and 3 × Nm matrices, respectively, where
each vector dwSi,j and dwM
i,k represents the single Shape
Unit (SU) and Action Unit (AU) deformation at vertex i,
respectively. The columns of dWSi are vectors of control point
displacements due to biometric traits of the individual (mouth
width, eye distance, etc.). The columns of dWM
encode
i
vectors of point displacements, due to gestures.
Ideally, when dealing with expressions, each such vector
should correspond to AUs related to Ekman’s FACS (Facial
Action Coding System [11]); these describe the change in
face geometry when the corresponding AU is enabled due
to the motor activation of facial muscles. Cogently, the effect of the SUs and AUs is controlled via the shape and
T
motor/action parameter vectors sI = [s1 , · · · , sNs ] , mI =
T
[m1 , · · · , mNm ] .
Hence, the deformation term on the r.h.s of Eq.5 is written
as
Di wi = dWSi sI + dWM
(6)
i m
Note that dwi has to be small, though, finite movements can
always be obtained from infinitesimal ones. Also, Helmholtz’s
theorem summarised by Eq. 5 holds for point dependent
rotation, deformation and translation. However, face motion
can be considered as global rigid motion, constrained by
cranial pose dynamics, plus a local nonrigid motion originated
by facial muscle-based deformations. In other terms, Ri = R
and ti = t, ∀i, can be assumed as global motion operators,
θ = (R, t) equally applying to all vertices, without loss of
generality [12].
For what concerns R, a 3D rotation can be represented by
T
vector ω = [ωx , ωy , ωz ] . The exponential twist representation
[13], [14] considers the rotation as the infinite limit of k
rotations
k

1
= exp([ω]× ),
(7)
R(ω) = lim I + [ω]×
k→∞
k
where [ω]× denotes the 3 × 3 cross product (skew-symmetric)
matrix


0
−ωz ωy
0
−ωx 
[ω]× =  ωz
−ωy ωx
0
such that [ω]× v = ω × v, v ∈ R3 being a vector to which
rotation is applied. and I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.
By expanding the matrix exponential as a Taylor series,
([ω] )2
exp([ω]× ) = I + [ω]× + 2!× + · · · and using the first order
approximation, we can write small incremental rotations as
R(ω) ≈ I + [ω]× . Note that, under such approximation one
can conveniently represent R as
R ≈ I + ωx Gx + ωy Gy + ωz Gz

(8)

where Gx , Gy , Gz are Lie algebra matrices or SO3 generators.
Thus, at any time t, facial movement will locally move a 3D
vertex wi to position wi (t + ∆t) = wi (t) + dwi (for unitary

time step ∆t = 1, without loss of generality) according to the
law:
wi (t+1) = wi (t)+R(t)wi (t)+dWSi sI +dWM
i m(t)+t(t),
(9)
where R and t represent the rotation matrix and the translation
vector, respectively, that is the global rigid motion constrained
by cranial pose dynamics.
Equation 9 is the internal motor state equation. This allows
model-based prediction of the dynamics of the observed face
as in the visual space via the projection T (w) of the 3D
vertices on the 2D image coordinate system. Given the small
depth of the face [15], a weak perspective projection can be
adopted


1 0 0
T (wl ) = sΠwl = s
wl
(10)
0 1 0
where s is the weak-perspective scale parameter, and l indexes
the L vertices that are in correspondence with extracted facial
landmarks. Equations 9 and 10 provide an explicit form for
Eqs. 2 and 3, respectively; in particular, Eq. 9 is assumed to
define a deterministic dynamics.
It has been shown [8] that the full parameter vector Θ =
s[1, ω T , sT , mT , tT ]T can be roughly estimated via maximum
likelihood. Indeed, under the assumption that y represents
Gaussian noise, the observation equation is
yl = T (wl ) + ye ,

to constrain the motor control dynamics m(t−1) → m(t) (Eq.
14). Eventually, facial landmark prediction is performed (Eq.
15).
Denote,
for
notational
simplicity,
y1:t
=
(y(1), y(2), · · · , y(t)), and analogously for a1:t and
m1:t ; write z1:t = {a1:t , m1:t }. The visuomotor mapping
entails the inverse problem of computing, at time t the
posterior p(mt | y1:t , a1:t ), that is inferring, at time t, the
motor parameters mt given the sequence y1:t of observed
facial features, and optimal action controls a1:t
This result is in principle achievable by marginalising over
the joint posterior p(z1:t | y1:t ). The latter, in a Bayesian
setting, can be written in recursive form as
p(yt ) | z1:t , y1:t−1 )
p(yt | y1:t−1 )
p(yt | zt )p(zt | z1:t−1 , y1:t−1 )p(z1:t−1 | y1:t−1 )
=
p(yt | y1:t−1 )
p(yt | mt )p(mt | mt−1 , at )p(at | mt−1 )
=
×
p(yt | y1:t−1 )
p(m1:t−1 , a1:t−1 | y1:t−1 )
×
,
(16)
p(yt | y1:t−1 )

p(z1:t | y1:t ) =

where we have used Markov assumptions. In general Eq. 16
cannot be solved in closed form, thus we resort to particle
filter approximation [16]:

(11)

and parameter estimation boils down to the negative
b
b
log-likelihood minimisation
problem, (m(t),
θ(t))
=
PL
2
2
arg minΘ 1/(2σyE ) l=1 kyl − T (wl )k + L log(2πσy2 E ),
which can be easily solved in closed matrix form. Also,
note that the full parameter vector Θ needs to be estimated
only at the onset of the interaction; in subsequent steps only
(m(t), θ(t)) are needed.
Though this can be assumed a reasonable solution, one
might consider a more general approach under less restrictive
conditions; in particular, it is worth spending such effort for
estimating the most critical motor parameters m.

p(z1:t | y1:t ) ≈

θ(t) ∼ p(θ(t) | θ(t − 1)),
a(t) ∼ p(a(t) | m(t − 1))
m(t) ∼ p(m(t) | m(t − 1), a(t)),
y(t) ∼ p(y(t) | m(t), θ(t)),

(13)
(14)
(15)

Whilst Eq. 12 accounts for global motion parameters, Eqs
13, 14 and 15 are at the heart of the visuomotor mapping
b (t) 7→ m(t). Specifically, Eq. 13 states that trajectories
y
(a(1), a(2), · · · , a(t)) occurring in the probabilistic latent
manifold of facial actions, are obtained by sampling at time t a
state a(t) conditioned on the state of motor control parameters
m(t−1) at previous time t−1. Subsequently, a(t) is exploited

(17)

1:t

(n)

where νt is the normalised weight of sample n at time t and
δ(·) is the Dirac delta function.
To such end we introduce the proposal densities
q(z1:t | y1:t ) = q(zt | z1:t−1 y1:t )q(z1:t−1 | y1:t−1 ),

(18)

hence the unnormalised weights can be computed as
(n)

(n)

νet

∝

(n)

p(yt | mt )p(mt

(n)
q(zt

(n)

(n)

(n)

| mt−1 , at )p(at
|

(n)

| mt−1 )

(n)
z1:t−1 , y1:t )

(n)

νet−1
(19)

(n)

(12)

(n)

νt δz(n) (z1:t ).

n=1

B. Constrained dynamics of motion parameters
To such end it is convenient to rewrite the stochastic statespace dynamics defined by Eqs. 1, 2 and 3 in the equivalent
probabilistic form

N
X

where νet−1

(n)
(n)
p(m1:t−1 ,a1:t−1 |y1:t−1 )
(n)
q(z1:t−1 |y1:t−1 )

=

(n)

(n)

(n)

, and q(zt

|

(n)

z1:t−1 , y1:t ) = q(zt | zt−1 , y1:t ) is assumed, so to keep the
most recent part of the trajectory and observation sequence,
rather than the whole history.
Following the generate and test approach, we can sample
from the prior:
(n)

q(zt

(n)

(n)

| zt−1 , y1:t ) = p(mt

(n)

(n)

| mt−1 , at )p(at

(n)

| mt−1 ),
(20)

so that the weight update in Eq.19 boils down to
(n)

νet

(n)

(n)

∝ p(yt | mt )e
νt−1 ,
(n)

followed by weight normalisation νt

(21)
(n)

=

ν
e
PN t

j=1

(n)
p(mt

(n)
(n)
mt−1 , at )

(j)

ν
et

.

In Eq. 20,
|
models the dynamics of
motor control parameters under the guidance of action at

(n)

(n)

spanning the latent low dimensional manifold; p(at | mt−1 )
constrains the choice of current action at based on the state of
motor control parameters at previous time t − 1. The overall
results is that action trajectories in the latent space, both at
learning and inference stage, are contrained by the dynamics
of the process.
In this work the action latent space is shaped in the form of
a Back-Constrained Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model
(BC-GPLVM [17]). The BC-GPLVM builds on the GPLVM to
provide a non linear mapping between the motor control parameters and the low dimensional manifold as m = f (a) + .
The ith function fi is a Gaussian process fi ∼ GP(f |
0, k(a, a0 )) wherek is a kernel function,
e.g., the RBF kernel

k(a, a0 ) = β exp − γ2x ||a − a0 ||2 + β0 ; β, γx and β0 being
the kernel parameters. The noise term  denotes Gaussian
noise  ∼ N ( | 0, σx2 I) with variance σx2 and I is the identity
matrix D ×D. Learning corresponds to finding the parameters
and points in latent space that maximises the logarithm of the
−1
likelihood function ln p(m | a) = − 12 tr(mT K m), where
K = K + σx2 I and K = [knm ] is the kernel matrix with
knm = k(an , am ). The objective function is optimised with
gradient based techniques, e.g. the scaled conjugated gradient
method.
The rationale behind the BC-GPLVM is to define the latent
variable a as a smooth mapping of m, a = g(m), for example
the linear mapping,
gi (m) =

T
X

ati kb (m, m0 ) + bi

t=1

where gi denotes the ith component of a and ati , bi are
parameters. The kernel km denotes the RBF kernel defined
in the space motor parameters
 γ

b
kb (m, m0 ) = β exp − ||m − m0 ||2 + β0 .
2
In BC-GPLVM we incorporate this mapping into the objective
function and then optimize with respect to the parameters ati ,
bi instead of the latent space points. Eventually,
(n)

p(at

(n)

(n)

| mt−1 ) = N (at

(n)

| g(mt−1 ), Σ),

(22)

where Σ is a diagonal covariance matrix.
The BC-GPLVM allows to easily calculate the predictive
distribution for the new mnew and anew [18] as p(mnew |
2
anew , m, a) = N (mnew | µnew , σnew
I), with predictive mean
−1
T
2
and variance µnew = m K k, σnew
= k x (anew , anew ) −
T
−1
k K k. Here k denotes a column vector containing the
values of kernel function k x (anew , an ) for n = 1, . . . , N .
(n)
This result is useful for dealing with the term p(mt |
(n)
(n)
mt−1 , at ) in the prior given by Eq.20. We approximate such
term as
(n)

p(mt

(n)

(n)

(n)

| mt−1 , at ) ∝ p(mt

(n)

(n)

| mt−1 )p(mt

(n)

| at ).

We set the first component as the autoregressive (AR) model
(n)

p(mt

(n)

| mt−1 ) =

W
X
i=1

αi mt−i + ν t ,

(23)

where ν t ∼ N (0, Φ). The learning of the weights αi , with i =
1, . . . , W , is performed with a maximum likelihood approach
[19]. Since the size of the AR model is W , to estimate the
first W − 1 motor parameters we simply perform a Gaussian
random walk
(n)

p(mt

(n)

(n)

| mt−1 ) = N (mt

(n)

| mt−1 , Φ).

The second term is the predictive distribution
(n)

p(mt

(n)

| at ) = N (m(n) | mT K

−1

k, Λ).

with diagonal covariance matrix Λ.
(n)
Next we define the likelihood function p(yt | mt ). To
such end we take into account the error (distance) dn = yl −
T (wl (m(n) )), for each particle, and define the likelihood to
be an half normal standard distribution
√


2
[dn ]2
(n)
p(yt | mt ) = √ exp −
.
(24)
2
π
The rationale behind this choice is to give high likelihood to
distances close to zero and low likelihood to higher distances.
Low error means that sampled points are near to the observed
landmarks, thus they are retained as high quality particles.
Eventually, it is worth remarking that to prevent the typical
degeneration phenomenon we perform a resampling step, as
widely described in [16].
III. S IMULATION
In this section we describe the experimental settings and the
results obtained in two different scenarios adopting a publicly
available dataset.
For what concern the motor space representation w and its
deformations we exploit the 3D face model Candide-3 [20],
which is a 3D wireframe model of 113 vertices wi and 184
triangles, that easily fits our needs. Indeed, Candide directly
accounts for encoding the matrices of Shape Units (SUs) and
Action Unit Vectors (AUVs) deformations parameters. AUVs
determines a change in face geometry and implement a subset
of the Ekman’s Action Units of FACS [11].
Facial landmarks are obtained via the landmark detector
included in the dlib library [21], implementing a fast detection
based on an ensemble of regression trees [22]. Landmark
extraction is performed after a face detection step; dlib uses
a modification of the now classic Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature combined with a linear SVM classifier
[23], an image pyramid, and sliding window detection scheme.
A viable alternative is the method proposed by Zhu and
Ramanan [24] (or its sparse variants, e.g. [25]) which has the
merit of jointly inferring face and landmarks. However, in our
experiments dlib-based techniques [21] have proven to be more
computationally efficient. The end result is a facial landmark
detector that can be used to extract landmarks in real-time with
high quality predictions, which suits our needs.
For the training step of BC-GPLVM model we selected a
subset of samples from the well known Cohn-Kanade dataset
[26]. The corpus includes 486 sequences of frontal faces
from 97 posers. Each sequence begins with a neutral facial

expression and proceeds to an apex corresponding to a discrete
emotional state.
For testing purpose we adopted a subset of the Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song
(RAVDESS) [27]. In particular we considered 1440 videos of
acted emotional speech recorded from 24 different actors and
60 trials each, including two levels of emotional intensities.
The video resolution is 1280x720 pixels at 30 fps (HD format,
720p).
The adopted particle filter was initialised with a fixed
amount of 100 particles, while the auto regressive model has
a window size of W = 10.
The testing scenarios were defined to assess the capability
of the proposed approach in terms of robustness to occlusions
and degradation of video quality, and compared with the wellknown deterministic Gauss-Newton algorithm [28] applied to
optimise the model parameters.
More precisely, in the former case, a moving black circle has
been superimposed to the testing videos, as shown in Fig. 1,
starting from the top left corner of the scene and reaching the
bottom right at the end of the video. This scenario was tested
with variable radius of the circle (o = 40, 70, 100, 130, 160
px), for each has been calculated the mean ratio between
the number of frames processed and the total number of
frames, as shown in Fig. 2. As expected, in this case, it
can be seen how the processed ratio is ≈ 1.0 in all the
configurations for the probabilistic approach, while it rapidly
decreases with the increase of the occlusion radius in case
of the deterministic method. To determine the quality of the
prediction made by the proposed approach, we derived the
RMSE of the predicted frames as the number of occluded
frames increases (1, 5, 10, 20 and 30 frames), see Fig. 3. This
has been assessed considering as ground truth the landmarks
extracted adopting dlib q
library
[21] over the original videos,
P
n

(y −b
y )2

t
t
t=1
between our ground
such that RM SE =
n
truth landmarks y 1:t and the tracking trajectories given by
b 1:t . In this case the prediction error
the proposed approach y
grows with the number of occluded frames, while remaining
fairly constant when the occlusion size is small.
The second scenario taken into account concerns with
the robustness in case of degraded videos (cfr. Fig. 4). In
particular we tested five different downsampling rates (df =
0.04, 0.035, 0.03, 0.025, 0.02), such that the resulting video
resolution was equal to w = 1280 × df and h = 720 × df after
one third of video playback. As done for the first scenario,
the processing ratio is shown in Fig. 5, while the resulting
RMSE is provided in Fig. 6. The behaviour is very similar to
the previous case, except for the number of processed frames
that, this time, presents a decreasing trend reaching the value
of 0.914 with the hardest downsample rate (0.02).
All the numerical results are summarised in Table I, II and
III for sake of completeness.

IV. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed a filtering procedure that takes advantage
of a low dimensional manifold representation of facial gestures

TABLE I
M EAN PROCESSED FRAME RATIO FOR BOTH METHODS AND EACH
CONFIGURATION OF THE CONSIDERED SCENARIOS .
Scenario 1

40

70

100

130

160

GN
Our approach

0.99
0.99

0.95
0.99

0.83
0.99

0.75
0.99

0.70
0.99

Scenario 2

0.04

0.035

0.03

0.025

0.02

GN
Our approach

0.94
0.99

0.87
0.99

0.68
0.96

0.50
0.95

0.37
0.91

TABLE II
RMSE EVALUATED ADOPTING THE PROPOSED APPROACH WITH
DIFFERENT OCCLUSION RADIUS ( COLUMNS ) AND DIFFERENT NUMBER OF
PREDICTED FRAMES ( ROWS ).
Scenario 1

40

70

100

130

160

1
5
10
20
30

9.02
8.83
9.21
10.00
10.68

9.02
9.06
10.16
12.61
16.05

9.30
10.00
12.29
20.13
30.08

10.39
11.94
15.21
23.93
34.70

12.74
15.25
19.76
31.38
43.57

or actions. Along filtering, particles are weighted by landmark
likelihood while conditioned on a learned latent space. This
way we are taking advantage of the low dimensional manifold
by exploring the state space with prior learned informations.
Exploring the state space without prior information, for instance with a random walk, would require to sample a larger
number of particles, to prevent from failing in approximating
the true posterior distribution.
Particle filtering has been widely used for object tracking
[29] and provides a flexible and effective tool for integrating dynamic facial cue tracking in a Bayesian framework,
e.g. [30]. More in the vein of our work, PF has been jointly
used with a 3D facial model for expression tracking account
for multi-class dynamics conditioned on the expression [31].
However, in that case the AR dynamics was conditioned on a
discrete emotion label, with one model per expression. Here,
more generally, we condition on a latent continuous action
space, which can also include trajectories corresponding to
discrete emotions as specific instances, but is not limited to
such instances. Though not addressing the issue of motor
simulation, Fan et. al. [32] exploit the motor control sequence
- derived from a 3D shape model as the observation input

TABLE III
RMSE EVALUATED ADOPTING THE PROPOSED APPROACH WITH
DIFFERENT DOWNSAMPLE RATES ( COLUMNS ) AND DIFFERENT NUMBER
OF PREDICTED FRAMES ( ROWS ).
Scenario 2

0.04

0.035

0.03

0.025

0.02

1
5
10
20
30

9.24
10.17
10.88
12.50
14.18

9.26
10.63
11.90
15.56
19.77

9.21
10.91
14.22
25.62
40.00

9.06
10.50
14.41
29.41
49.78

9.17
11.51
16.28
36.92
68.40

Fig. 1. Example of tracking done adopting (top to bottom) the deterministic and the probabilistic approach, in case of occlusion with radius sizes of (left to
right) 40, 100 and 160 pixels. The circle follows the diagonal from the top-left to the bottom-right corner since the start to the end of the video.

1

45

0.95

40
35

0.9

30

0.85

RMSE

Processed ratio

o = 40
o = 70
o = 100
o = 130
o = 160

0.8

25
20

0.75
15

0.7

10

Gauss-Newton
Cond AR PF

0.65

5

40

70

100

130

160

1

5

10

20

30

Occlusion radius (px)

Predicted frames

Fig. 2. Mean ratio between the number of frames processed and the
total number of frames, as the radius of the occlusion increases.

Fig. 3. RMSE calculated over the prediction of the probabilistic method
for each of the occlusion’s radius, as the number of occluded frames
increases.

to a Kalman filter (KF). The authors are mostly concerned
with the classification of basic emotions, rather than building
a continuous latent space of actions akin to support visuomotor
learning. On the other hand, it has been shown [33] that using
KF to regularise the motion parameter m dynamics, only
slightly improves motor action prediction.
An approach to facial expression understanding based on
GPLVMs is described in [34]. However, in that case, only
static images are considered, visual processing is severly
limited, and projection to a GP-LVM latent space is achieved
through a simple variant of PCA. Most important, motor
representation is not explicitly addressed and the latent space
is assumed as the affective space tout court. An even simpler variant is presented in [35] where facial landmarks are
straightforwardly projected in GP-LVM space.
As to the use of GPLVM for conditioning the filtering
dynamics, the most related work to ours has been proposed by

Gonczarek and Tomczak [36]; however, the focus there was
on articulated human body motion tracking.
We have adopted some implementation choices that are
instrumental in our simulation, while not affecting the generality of the model. For instance we have exploited the
Candide 3D model [20] to support the internal motor statespace dynamics. Though developed for the purpose of modelbased image coding and facial animation, e.g., [12], [15],
[37]–[40], it exhibits many appealing features (such as the
straightforward representation of SUs and AUs) and it has also
been used in the affective computing realm [31], [32], [41],
[42]. There are of course limitations for affective expression
modelling. For example, eyelid and iris regions can result selfoccluded [15]. In this concern, there are viable possibilities
such as extending the base model [43], coping more precisely
with specific face area dynamics, e.g., [15] or even replacing
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Fig. 4. Example of tracking done adopting (top to bottom) the deterministic and the probabilistic approach, in case of downsampling with rates of (left to
right) 0.04, 0.03 and 0.02. These result in videos with a respectively resolution of 51 × 28 px, 38 × 21 px and 25 × 14 px.
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Candide with detailed 3D facial muscle models [44]. The
latter option could be somehow mandatory, when precise and
realistic visible mimicry is requested. Note that the issue of
simultaneous actual facial expression generation and rendering
was out of the scope of the work presented here. However, the
visuomotor and somatomotor components we have described
can be integrated without effort in the affective system described in [8]. In that case it has been shown how it is suitable
to drive either a synthetic avatar animation or a robotic agent
such as the iCub humanoid robot.
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